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Abstract: The traffic composition in developing countries comprises of variety of vehicles which
include cars, buses, trucks, and motorcycles. Motorcycles dominate the road with 77.5% compared to
other types. Meanwhile, route recommendation such as navigation and Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) is limited to particular vehicles only. In this research, we propose a framework for a
contextual route recommendation system that is compatible with traffic conditions and vehicle type,
along with other relevant attributes (traffic prediction, weather, temperature, humidity, heterogeneity,
current speed, and road length). The framework consists of two phases. First, it predicts the traffic
conditions by using Knowledge-Growing Bayes Classifier on which the dataset is obtained from
crawling the public CCTV feeds and TomTom digital map application for each observed road. The
performances of the traffic prediction are around 60.78–73.69%, 63.64–77.39%, and 60.78–73.69%, for
accuracy, precision, and recall respectively. Second, to accommodate the route recommendation, we
simulate and utilize a new measure, called road capacity value, along with the Dijkstra algorithm. By
adopting the compatibility, the simulation results could show alternative paths with the lowest RCV
(road capacity value).

Keywords: route recommendation; heterogeneous traffic flow; traffic prediction; Knowledge
Growing System; shortest path; machine learning

1. Introduction

Route planning and recommendation systems have attracted much attention in recent
years [1]. Applications such as navigation systems and Advanced Driving Assistance
Systems (ADAS) are becoming increasingly popular to query a trip and re used on a
massive scale in cities [2]. The issues on route recommendation are not only about the
way to recommend the route but also the diversity of the vehicles or users who use it.
Countries, such as Indonesia, with diverse types of vehicles confront incompatibility with
the applications. For example, motorcycle dominates 77.5% among other types of vehicles
(passenger car, bus, and truck) [3]. This causes heterogeneous traffic and affect the traffic
condition in several aspects; such as comfortability in driving [4] or the congestion [5].

Various applications have concerned about the road conditions with less consideration
on the vehicle size. For example, due to the rush hours’ traffic conditions, a car driver may
experience to get an alternative route which is only for motorcycle driver. Previous works
dealt with several attributes to define the convenience and safety of driving beside the
compatibility; such as traffic condition [6–8], weather [9–12], temperature [13–15], humid-
ity [16], travel speed [17–19], road infrastructure [20], heterogeneity [21,22], etc. None of
the previous works include the vehicle size as the attribute to improve the convenience
and driving safety. Meanwhile, the challenges to determine the route recommendation
depends not only the aforementioned attributes but also on the current road observation. It
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is important to measure the value of road capacity to determine the proper road segments
for the route recommendation.

This paper proposes a framework to build a route recommendation system by utilizing
the road capacity considering traffic conditions and vehicle size. The framework starts with
processing the data such as traffic condition, environments (e.g., weather, temperature,
humidity), public CCTV, and digital maps. The processed data will go through the machine
learning pipeline to predict the traffic conditions and road capacity value for each observed
road segment. In this study, we utilize Knowledge Growing Bayes since it has been
proven as a robust classifier to learn the data with a growable training data over time [23].
The driver’s preference, that is the vehicle type, affect the route recommendation that is
based on the minimum sum of the road capacity value on each road segment. At the
end, the shortest path distance between source and destination is shown as the route
recommendation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will discuss the literature review that
related with the research. The proposed systems will be discussed in Section 3, followed
by the simulation result and discussion in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 will provide the
conclusion of this research.

2. Literature Review

This section addresses several research works on route recommendations: traffic
condition prediction and route recommendation. Traffic condition prediction aims to
discuss the proper method to result a better prediction analysis. Route recommendation
aims to explore the existing work on how to provide the best route for users. The two
domains would be the parts of our framework to result contextual route recommendations
in heterogeneous traffic flow.

2.1. Prediction of Traffic Condition

There are numerous common methods to predicts traffic condition, namely Neural
Networks [24–26], Deep Neural Networks [27], and Deep Learning [28]. It works based on
network which created from training data and tries to predict the next situation using the
networks. Kumar et al., implemented a combination of Multi-Layer Perceptron on Neural
Network configuration to predict traffic conditions [24]. Based on their results, Neural
Network has consistent performance for several time intervals for traffic prediction.

Hu et al., also implemented Neural Network with Backpropagation to predict short-
term traffic [25]. They claimed Neural Network with Backpropagation is an effective
method to use as short-term traffic prediction. Meanwhile, Nasution et al., tried to predict
traffic conditions based on a voting system from several Neural Networks [26]. Their
system delivers a better performance than conventional methods of Neural Network.

The improvement of Neural Networks also aids the prediction of the condition of traf-
fic. Yi et al. claimed Deep Neural Network could estimate traffic congestion [27]. By using
three hidden layers (40, 50, and 40 neurons), the tanh activation function, and AdaGrad
optimization algorithm, the system achieved 99% accuracy in predicting congestion. On the
other hand, Lv et al., stated that Deep Learning can understand the traffic feature without
prior knowledge. They applied Stack Autoencoders as their main method, and compared
it with Backpropagation Neural Network, Random Walk, Support Vector Machine, and
Radial Basis Function. It happened that their proposed method has the smallest error rate
among other methods.

The prediction of a condition could be implemented in the short-term and long-term.
The Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model has a capability to predicts
a future condition using time series data, such traffic flow [29] or passenger flow [30]. Chen
et al. predicts passenger flow in subway stations using ARIMA model and its variances
(SGARCH, EGARCH, GJRGARCH, NAGARCH). Based on their results on a subway
station, basic ARIMA model has the highest Mean Average Percentage Error (27.971%).
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Meanwhile, ARIMA NAGARCH has the lowest error (MAPE = 9.056%) among all the
compared ARIMA models.

The other common methods for predicting the traffic condition are Decision Trees [31]
and Bayesian [11,32,33]. A Decision Tree creates a classification system using Information
Gain and Entropy of the data. Sujatha et al., detected traffic congestion by using this method
and comparing it with the Neural Network method [31]. Even though the performance of
Decision Tree is not as good as Neural Network, it can predict faster. Meanwhile, Bayesian
methods predicts the situation based on the probability of the conditions [11]. Khan et al.,
forecasts traffic situation at junctions using Bayesian Model [32]. The traffic condition is
determined based on the principles of conditional probability distributions. The accuracy
rate of their system reaches 73% when predicting the 5-level traffic states. Anitha et al., uses
Naïve Bayes to predict the traffic based on multi-source data [33]. According to their result,
this method is not only easy to build and useful in handling a very large dataset, but it also
outperforms the other highly sophisticated classification methods. In general, Decision
Tree and Bayesian runs efficiently since these methods need not process the training data
into another form.

Despite of the greatness of these methods, they seem incapable of handling the
real-world situations which have dynamic conditions. It may appear with changes and
instability of traffic conditions which are difficult to address with previous methods. In
particular, there are lots of attributes that could change the traffic conditions.

The Knowledge Growing System is one of the important concepts used to deal with
the mentioned changes in order to enhance the model’s prediction capabilities [34,35]. The
use of growing the data concept in conventional machine learning methods is likely to
boost its performances due to the data’s periodic growth over time. Figure 1 shows that
data training in t− 1 time predict the current (t) traffic condition based its testing data. The
result of this pipeline is not only to determine the traffic condition at time (t), but also to
grow the dataset using the current testing data and the prediction result.
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The basic concept of Knowledge Growing System tries to imitate the human’s infer-
encing capability using their senses. In its implementation, the human’s senses are replaced
using sensors and its information is combined using information fusion methods in order
to define a condition (or knowledge) [34]. In the Knowledge Growing System, every new
condition will be stored in a knowledge database [35]. Later, whenever there is similar
information that is collected, the system will easily understand the condition based on its
knowledge database.

Husni et al., compared several methods for predicting the traffic condition by using the
Knowledge Growing concept, and compared their performances over time [23]. Based on
their results, Knowledge Growing Bayes Classifier had the highest performance gain among
other methods (Knowledge Growing Deep Neural Network and Knowledge Growing
Decision Tree). Knowledge Growing Bayes Classifier is also the fastest method compared
to others, since it only calculates the probability of each traffic condition.

Although their method shows great results when using a dataset that grows over time,
it predicts each road segment using whole map datatest and it makes the prediction not
specific to selected road. Based on this situation, there will be a probability that the system
will predict the traffic condition using other roads’ data. The attributes that are used in
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their paper are days, time, origin, destination, road width, weather, weather location, and
traffic condition.

In this paper, we applied Husni et al. Knowledge Growing concept to predict the
traffic condition using each observed road segment dataset. All prediction results illustrate
each road segment condition specifically. We also simplified the attributes into “Days”,
“Rush Hour”, “Weather”, “Temperature”, “Traffic Condition”. The attributes “Origin” and
“Destination” exclude from dataset since it already specified for its road segments. The
attribute of time is adjusted into rush hour status which could be used to define the traffic
better. The static attribute “Road Width” also excludes from the prediction system, it also
cannot describe the road situation clearly. Meanwhile the weather aspect is expanded to its
condition and temperature.

2.2. Route Recommendation

Route recommendation aims to provide the best route for users. In order to define the
recommended route, it could be calculated by using the route choice model approach. Route
choice model tries to find the best path for drivers from an origin to a destination [36,37]
among several alternative routes [38]. One of the most common methods in route choice
model is shortest path algorithm [36,39]. It tries to determine the shortest or fastest route
in a graph of road network.

Route Recommendation starts with the conversion from the road networks into di-
rected graph which has nodes, edges, and weights. Intersections and road segments in
road network will be nodes and edges in a graph. Meanwhile, the traffic conditions [40],
travel distance [41], travel time [42], pricing (ridesharing) [43,44], etc. could be described
as the weight of the graph. Shortest path algorithm will find the recommended route based
on the weight compilation from all observed road segments by finding the minimum sum
of weights from the origin to a particular destination. The compilation of weight is based
on several attributes that effects situation of the road.

Attributes of Road Situation

Generally, the use of a driving assistant system to find the best route minimizes the
travel time [42,45,46]. On the other hand, to support the convenience and safety of driving,
the other attributes in driving should be considered. There are several attributes that
should be used in defining the route, such as easy-driving, popular or familiar routes [47],
road infrastructure (road length and width) [20], emission (eco-driving) [40,48]. Moreover,
for several types of vehicle, weather is also considered as an important attribute to decide
the travel route [9–16].

He et al. [49] collaborate the time and road length to find the route for taxis based
on the driver’s experience and preferences. By using collective intelligence, they tried to
calculate top k-routes for the taxi drivers. Meanwhile, Kazhaev et al. [50], tried to determine
the best route by reducing the conflict situation at public transportation stop-point. The
conflict situation refers to competition among drivers who feel prioritized. This situation
increases the throughput capacity at the stop-point, and it will inflict a congestion. The
result of this research shows that the reduction in conflict situation also will minimize total
delay while travelling.

Driver’s preference is also something that must be considered. Based on Shenpei and
Xinping [47] who consider the driver’s preferences (using familiar routes) with traffic light,
it could calibrate the delay time and create a strategy to passing through the signalized
intersection (based on driver behavior).

The implementation of multi-attributes combination is done by Paiva et al. [51],
by creating driving assistance that collects weather information, driving behavior, road
situation, or condition inside the vehicle. Weather is considered as the most important
attribute in the road, especially in bad weather (ice sheet).

Information of traffic congestion is also needed in order to find the best travel route.
Namoun et al. used a traffic congestion for the prediction of traffic condition [40]. The infor-
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mation source that used is comes from road-side sensors and floating car. The traffic condi-
tion is used to find the best type of vehicle which has waiting time while traveling. Others
existing system also tried to combine several attributes to define the routes [41,52–54].

Table 1 shows the comparison of attributes between existing and proposed framework.
In this paper, the collaboration of multi-attributes is conducted which will be used as
determination of the best route based on driver’s preference. The attributes that are
used for finding the best route are the prediction of traffic condition, weather condition,
temperature, humidity, heterogeneity, current travel speed, road length and width.

Table 1. Attributes Comparison between Proposed and Existing Framework.

Data
Source

Attributes
User

PreferencesTraffic
Condition Weather Temperature Humidity Road

Infrastructure
Travel
Time Heterogeneity Compatibility

[20] Electric
Vehicle × × × × X X × × ×

[45] Mobil
Robots × × × × × X × × ×

[46] PetriNets × × × × × X × × ×

[42] GPS × × × × × X × × ×

[47] - × × × × × X × × X

[48] Real Data × × × × × × X × ×

[40] Live Traffic
Data X × × × X X × × ×

[49] Vehicle’s
Trajectories × × × × X X × × X

[50] - × × × × × X × × ×

[51] Multi
Sensors × X X X × × × X X

[41] GPS Log × × × × X × × × ×

[52] - × × × × X X × × X

[53] Smartphone
& IoT × × × × × X × × X

[54]
Real

Weather
Data

× X X × × X × X ×

Proposed
Framework

CCTV &
TomTom X X X X X X X X X

3. Proposed Systems

This section discusses the proposed framework for recommending the best route
based on the RCV, which is shown in Figure 2. RCV calculation is generated based on the
collaboration of several attributes (prediction of traffic condition, weather information, road
infrastructures, heterogeneity, and compatibility) that collected before the measurement.
The proposed framework comprises of three parts; (1) Predicting the traffic condition; (2)
The calculation of RCV; (3) Generating the route recommendation that compatible with the
size of vehicles.

Before the system delivers the recommended route to the drivers, the traffic condition
on every observed road segment will be predicted. There will be several datasets, based
on the number of observed road segments. Each dataset contains some attributes such as
“Days of Week”, “Rush Hour”, “Weather”, “Temperature”, and “Traffic Condition” itself. It takes
more than two weeks observation to collect this information.

Along with the prediction of the traffic condition, other attributes that are needed
in RCV calculation are also gathered. Since some attributes are dynamically change over
time (i.e., weather information, heterogeneity, and average speed), the system must collect
its latest values from several complementary sources (OpenWeather, CCTV, and TomTom
digital map). Meanwhile, the remaining (road infrastructures) already determined since it
has static values. These attributes define the RCV for each road segment.
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The RCV calculation begins after the condition of traffic is predicted and the remaining
attributes is collected. The attributes will have a priority level for determine which attribute
has the biggest impact to drivers, so later drivers could have the most convenience route to
themselves. Later, drivers can adjust its level as their driving preferences. However, in this
research, the priority level for the attributes already determined based on the vehicle type
(cars and motorcycles). The measurement of RCV for every road segments is using Multi
Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) [55].

After the RCV determination for each road segment is complete, the system will
continue to generate the recommended route. Its calculation is done by implementing
Dijkstra Shortest Path Algorithm which tried to find the minimum sum of RCV from a pair
of source and destination. The recommended route will be delivered to drivers in the form
of the set of suggested paths.

3.1. RCV Calculation

The RCV calculation works based on MCDM method which requires levels of priority
to create its final decision [56]. Its value is measured by collaborating several attributes such
as road length, prediction of traffic condition, weather, temperature, humidity, average
vehicle speed, heterogeneity, and compatibility. Table 2 shows the list of RCV attributes
with its data range and characteristics which are used to determining the RCV.

Table 2. RCV Attributes, Data Range, and Characteristics of RCV.

No Attributes Data Range Characteristic

1 Road Length 0–1000 Non-Beneficial
2 Traffic Condition 0, . . . , 3 Non-Beneficial
3 Weather Sunny, . . . , Heavy Rain Non-Beneficial
4 Temperature 0–100 Non-Beneficial
5 Humidity 0–100 Non-Beneficial
6 Average Vehicle Speed 0–100 Beneficial
7 Heterogeneity 0, . . . , 3 Non-Beneficial
8 Compatibility 0/10 -

There are two types of attributes, namely static and dynamic attributes. Static at-
tributes have fixed value, and it cannot change easily over time. In this paper, the static
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attribute is road infrastructure which covered information of road segment (junction lo-
cation and road connectivity) and the length and width of the road. These attributes
are manually gathered and measured using Google Maps for each road segments. Since
the type of this attribute will not change in the short time, these data are stored in local
database. The usage of road width attribute is for defining the suitability between the size
of vehicle and the road.

On the other hand, dynamic attributes could be changed periodically over time. The
collection of this attributes is gathered periodically before the process of RCV calculation
begin. In this paper, we use prediction of traffic condition, weather condition, average
speed of vehicle, and heterogeneity as the dynamic attributes.

3.1.1. Compatibility

The compatibility value is the last attribute that needed to calculate the RCV. The value
of this attribute is based on the width of the road and the size of vehicles. Its range are
only limited to 0 or 10. If the width of the road exceeds the vehicle width, the compatibility
value will be set into 10, otherwise it will be set as 0.

Compatibility =

{
10, Road Width > Vehicle Width
0, Road Width < Vehicle Width

(1)

Equation (1) is used to define the value of the compatibility. Both attributes have static
value; the road width is manually measured, and the vehicle width is set 1.6 and 0.76 m
for cars and motorcycles. Based on this calculation, the capability of a vehicle to passing a
road is defined.

3.1.2. Prediction of Traffic Condition

The traffic condition is predicted based on each observed road segment dataset, which
consists of several attributes such as, “days of week” (D), “rush hour” (R), “weather” (W),
“temperature” (Temp), and “traffic condition” (T). This part is delivering the prediction
of traffic condition (T). It is based on a dataset from more than two weeks observation
on 256 road segments. The classification of traffic condition covers four classes, which
described the situation on the roads, namely: 0 (Uncongested), 1 (Moderate Traffic), 2 (Partially
Congested), and 3 (Fully Congested).

The condition of traffic always changes over time. In order to predict the traffic, the
chosen method must be capable to handle the traffic condition characteristic. Knowledge
Growing Bayes Classifier is the most appropriate method that could be used to predict the
road situation. Based on Husni et al., this method has the fastest prediction time among
others [23], so it can be used to adapt with the current situation. It not only has the fastest
prediction time, but also has the best performance gain when using the growing dataset
between other methods. It needs attributes T, D, R, W, and Temp to predict the traffic
condition. By using Equation (2), probability for each category (class) of traffic condition is
calculated [11]. However, this equation is not considering the time aspect.

P(T|D,R,W,Temp) =
P(T,D,R,W,Temp)

P(D,R,W,Temp)
(2)

To handle the time aspect, the implementation of Equation (3) could be used to find its
probability for each class at time (t). Meanwhile, Equation (4) is exemplifying the process
of dataset growth for attribute days (D). This equation is not only limited to this attribute,
but also it applied to others. In the beginning (t = 0), the data training of attribute D has
same amount with the initial dataset, and when t > 0 the data training of D is extended
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with the current data testing of attribute D. This process is applied whenever the traffic
condition is predicted and it made value of each attribute changed overtime [23].

P(Tt |Dt=a, ... , Tempt=d) =
P(Tt=i, Dt=a, Rt=b, Wt=c, Tempt=d)

P(Dt=a, Rt=b, Wt=c, Tempt=d)
(3)

Dt =

{
t = 0, Dt = Dtraining
t > 0 . . . n, Dt−1 + Dt

(4)

The prediction result is taken from the highest probability among all the categories in
the certain (t) time. It is calculated by using Equation (5) and decides the highest probability
between traffic condition classes (i) for specified condition of attributes (i.e., Dt = a, Rt = b,
Wt = c, and Tempt = d).

Tra f f ic Condition = arg max
T

Pt(Ti

∣∣∣∣Dt = a, . . . , Tempt = d) (5)

3.1.3. Weather, Average Vehicle’s Speed, and Heterogeneity

The values of weather condition, vehicle speed, and heterogeneity are gathered inde-
pendently before the process of RCV calculation. Weather information (weather, tempera-
ture, and humidity) is gathered from OpenWeather, and both of average vehicle speed and
heterogeneity attributes is obtained from public CCTV or TomTom digital maps.

The condition of weathers is limited to nine type of weather that commonly occur in
Indonesia. Indonesia is in the equator, and it makes Indonesia only have two seasons (dry
and rainy seasons). Its condition will be categorized into: (1) “clear sky”; (2) “few clouds”; (3)

“scattered clouds”; (4) “broken clouds”; (5) “overcast clouds”; (6) “light rain”; (7) “moderate rain”;
(8) “heavy intensity rain”; and (9) “very heavy rain”. Later these conditions will be converted
to numerical form to show the weather level (1 shows the best weather condition, and 9
shows the worst condition).

On the road segments that covered with public CCTV, the value of average vehicle
speed and heterogeneity calculated using object detection and tracking from its streams.
Measurement of average vehicle speed is done by counting the distance of movement of
object between two frames based on Euclidian distance [57]. The following equations are
used to determine the average vehicle’s current speed on the observed road.

Movement Distance (px) =
√
(x1 − x2)

2 + (y1 − y2)
2 (6)

Movement Distance (m) =
Vehicle Length (m) × Movement Distance (px)

Vehicle Length (px)
(7)

Vehicle Speed
(m

s

)
=

Movement Distance (m)

Time (s)
× FPS

Frame Sampling
(8)

The distance (in pixels) of every detected vehicle’s position in the nearest two-frame in
sequence, called (x1, y1) and (x1, y2), measured using Equation (6). Equation (7) converts
its distance from pixels to meters. In the end, by combining the movement distance (in
meters) with observation time, the value of FPS, and frame sampling, the vehicle speed is
defined using Equation (8). At the same time, the speed for all vehicles that are detected
in the CCTV streams is obtained, the determination of average vehicle speed begins. This
process is applied for every observed road segments.

The usage of object detection method in CCTV streams is not only for measuring
the vehicle speed, but also for calculating the variances of the vehicle on the road. The
heterogeneity is measured based on the variances of the vehicle using Equation (9). The
heterogeneity value is assigned to 0, when there is only one type of light vehicle (cars or
motorcycles) that detected from CCTV streams. This value will increase to 1 when the
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system detects both of this type of vehicles pass the roads. Meanwhile, the other values
(2 or 3) are used if there are heavy vehicle (bus or/and truck) on the roads.

Heterogeneity =


1, |Car or Motorcycle
2, |Car and Motorcycle
3, |Car and Motorcycle and (Bus or Truck)
4, |Car and Motorcycle and Bus or Truck

(9)

However, the coverage of public CCTV is limited to main road. In order to gather the
average vehicle speed value on the other road that is not covered by CCTV, the comple-
mentary source for collecting this information is needed. It is collected by using TomTom
digital maps which covers average speed on the roads. Therefore, the heterogeneity value
on this road is assigned to 1 since its usage only for motorcycle.

As the attributes collection process is done, the RCV calculation continues. Col-
lected attributes have its own characteristic, as seen in Table 2. It’s called beneficial and
non-beneficial characteristics. The attributes for calculating RCV are dominated by non-
beneficial characteristics, except for the vehicle speed. These characteristics give effect in
the attribute normalization process. The attribute with non-beneficial characteristic delivers
greater normalized value if the original value is smaller. On the other hand, the normalized
value for beneficial attributes will increasing along the rise of the original attribute’s value.

Each attribute must be pre-processed first by implementing normalization steps to
unify the range of its value. In this research, the method that used to unify its range is
Min-Max Normalization. Equation (10) is showing the proses to find the normalized value
based on its characteristics [58,59].

A′i =


Ai−Amin

Amax−Amin ,
∣∣∣Bene f icial

Amax−Ai
Amax−Amin ,

∣∣∣Non− Bene f icial
(10)

This equation is used to define the i-th value of normalized attribute (A′i) based on the
value of i-th attribute (Ai) and its highest and lowest value of attributes (Amax and Amin).
The first part of equation is used for the beneficial attributes, meanwhile the second one is
used for attributes with non-beneficial characteristic.

By the time all attributes are normalized, the priority level is assigned to each one.
The level of priority is given because the system should understand what the order of
importance to the attributes for the drivers. Equation (11) is used to find the final value of
RCV for each observed road segment. By combining the normalized attributes (X′i ) and its
priority level ratio (Ci), the RCV is calculated.

RCVi =
n

∑
i=1

Ci A′i (11)

Table 3 shows the attributes order; from the highest (1) to the lowest (7), based on
its priority level and its ratio. There is a differentiation between cars and motorcycles
since each vehicle has its own characteristics (physical form, driving style, etc.). Based
on motorcycles physical form, it cannot protect the driver from the weather conditions
(weather and temperature), so these attributes must have the highest priority. On the other
hand, the physical form of a car covers its passenger from weather, and it makes these
attributes assigned as the lowest priority.

A motorcycle also has a maneuver capability when it runs on the roads, and it has
less difficulties in facing the variances of vehicle, so therefore the heterogeneity is set
as the lowest priority. Meanwhile, traffic condition and heterogeneity are the highest
priority because cars can be got stuck in traffic, but it cannot hinder the traffic easily by
maneuvering as motorcycles. The arrangement of priority level could be customized as
driver’s preferences. However, in this research, the variance of preferences is limited only
by the type of vehicles.
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Table 3. Priority Level of Attributes and Its Ratio.

Priority Level Attributes
(Car) (A

′

i)
Attributes

(Motorcycle) (A
′

i)
Ratio
(Ci)

1 Traffic Condition Weather 25%
2 Heterogeneity Temperature 21%
3 Current Speed Traffic Condition 18%
4 Road Length Current Speed 14%
5 Temperature Road Length 11%
6 Weather Humidity 7%
7 Humidity Heterogeneity 4%

The ratio is complied with the order of priority level. The ratio’s value illustrates how
much the attributes will affect the RCV. The summation of ratio’s value must be equal
to 1, so each attribute must take its portion based on the priority level. Equation (12) is
an expansion of previous equation that include the ratio value for each attribute. The
compatibility value does not contribute to attribute with priority level since it acts as a
regularizer to fit between the width of the road and the vehicle size.

RCV =
(
25%× A′1

)
+
(
21%× A′2

)
+
(
18%× A′3

)
+
(
14%× A′4

)
+
(
11%× A′5

)
+
(
7%× A′6

)
+
(
4%× A′7

)
+ Comp. (12)

3.2. Route Recommendation

The recommendation of a route is affected by RCV calculation from each road segment.
RCV is used as inputs in recommendation system. By implementing the Dijkstra algorithm,
the route from a specified source and destination is calculated. Each node is connected at
least with one edge in the form of matrices (connected nodes, road information, and RCV).
The route which has the minimum sum of RCV is considered as the best route for drivers.
Equation (13) is used for finding the recommended route from a pair of designated source
and destination [60].

Route = min
dst

∑
i=src

RCVi (13)

The result of route calculation is in the form of path list between nodes. In this research,
the route is shown in a graph from a designated source and destination. It also shows the
compatibility of route that chosen with the width of vehicle. The route recommendation
between cars and motorcycles are different. A car is unable to use the alternative route
that only designated for motorcycles, since its width exceeds the road width, otherwise
motorcycles can choose every route on the maps (even it is not the recommendation route).

Based on the RCV of each road segment, the best route will be determined by using
Dijkstra shortest path algorithm. The suggested route will find the minimum sum of
RCV from the designated source and destination. In the end, the recommended route not
only considers the suitability between road width and vehicle size, but also the driver’s
preferences.

4. Results and Discussions

The observation area in this research is conducted around R.E. Martadinata, Bandung,
Indonesia. Figure 3 shows the area that observed in this paper. In the red-colored road
segment, it refers to the roads that can be passed by any type of vehicles, meanwhile the
blue-colored one represents to the road that specified only for motorcycles and it can be
used as alternative routes for motorcycles. The observation of these road segments is
conducted independently for RCV calculation.
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4.1. Prediction System of Traffic Condition

Based on the traffic condition dataset, it turns out that the data is imbalanced between
classes. The “Uncongested” traffic condition dominates the dataset for all road segments. To
handle the imbalanced data, it must be re-sampled using Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique (SMOTE) [23,61,62].

The prediction of the traffic condition begins immediately after the dataset is balanced
between its classes. The attributes of the traffic condition prediction are days, rush hour,
weather, and temperature. This system runs independently for each observed road segment
in order to make the faster prediction time. Its result determines the traffic condition which
has same situation with current condition.

Performance testing is conducted for every observed road segment. It is done to
know the quality of prediction system. The measured performances are limited to accuracy,
precision, and recall. Validation process also implemented to the testing using 4-fold
validation. Dataset is divided into four partitions (A, B, C, and D), of which three of its
partitions are used as training data and the remaining is used as testing data. It is done by
using the combination of training and testing data as seen in Table 4.

Table 4. Cross Validation Scheme on Predicting Traffic Condition.

No Training Data Testing Data

1 A, B, C D
2 B, C, D A
3 A, C, D B
4 A, B, D C
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Based on the concept of knowledge growth, every time the system predicts a traffic
condition, the current dataset will be added to with its prediction results and other traffic
attributes. In this paper, we applied the knowledge growing concept on Bayes Classifier,
Decision Tree, and Deep Neural Network to predict current traffic condition. Based on
the testing results, Knowledge Growing Bayes Classifier method has better performances
gain among others (Decision Tree and Deep Neural Network modified with Knowledge
Growing concept).

Table 5 shows the comparison of testing results between prediction methods. This
test is conducted on a road segment (“Lombok - Pramuka”). The difference between scheme
(a) and (b) is the amount of data that is used to predict the traffic condition. Initially, both
schemes used 50% of the dataset as data training. In scheme (a), the testing data used only
25% of the dataset (50% training and 25% testing). Meanwhile in scheme (b), there will be
additional testing data from the rest of the unused dataset (50% training, 25% testing, and
25 % additional testing data).

Table 5. Comparison of Prediction Method using Knowledge Growing.

Methods Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Processing Time (s)

KG-Bayes Classifier (a) 68.06 70.61 68.06 0.06
KG-Bayes Classifier (b) 70.05 71.77 70.05 0.12

KG-Deep Neural Network (a) 68.36 69.51 68.36 571.03
KG-Deep Neural Network (b) 68.96 69.72 68.96 1434.02

KG-Decision Tree (a) 78.51 78.85 78.51 2.30
KG-Decision Tree (b) 79.44 79.72 79.44 5.83

It can also be seen in Table 5; the accuracy of Knowledge Growing Bayes Classifier
is rising 1.99 point (from 68.06% to 70.05%) and its precision is also rising from 70.61% to
71.77% (1.16 point). The other methods also have better performances when the training
data grows, but it’s just not as good as Knowledge Growing Bayes Classifier. Growing
knowledge in Decision Tree and Deep Neural Network make its accuracy rose around
0.94 point (78.51% to 79.44%) and 0.6 point (68.36% to 68.96%), meanwhile its precision
rose from 78.75% to 79.72% (0.87 point) and from 69.51% to. 69.72% (0.22 point). The value
of recall is similar with its accuracy, this occurred since each class is already balanced and
the system is able to classify the positive and negative classes equally (P = N). Figure 4
shows the performance comparison between these three methods.

Apart from having the biggest gain in performance between testing schemes, Knowl-
edge Growing Bayes Classifier also has the quickest time processing among all methods,
which has less than 1 s for all schemes that were tested. Decision Tree needs a longer
amount of time to process the dataset when the training data grows, it takes 2.3 and 5.83 s
for scheme (a) and (b), respectively. Meanwhile Knowledge Growing Deep Neural Net-
work has the longest time processing in predicting the dataset. The growth of data training
made this method must re-learn the network for predicting the traffic condition. When
implementing the first scheme, it takes more than 500 s to predict the traffic condition in
this road segment, and it takes more than 1400 s when processing the dataset using the
scheme (b). Based on these performance tests, the Knowledge Growing Bayes Classifier is
used to handle the prediction of traffic condition on other road segments.

Figure 5 is the result of performance testing on several observed road segment. Overall,
the lowest accuracy is appeared in “Juanda-Trunojoyo” (60.78%), meanwhile the highest
accuracy is in “Trunojoyo-Banda” (73.69%). For its precision, the highest and lowest values
appear in “Trunojoyo-Banda” (77.39%) and “Juanda-Trunojoyo” (63.64%) respectively. The
performance result of traffic condition prediction is shown in Table 6. Its result is used as
traffic condition’s attribute when calculating RCV.
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Table 6. Average Accuracy and Precision on Prediction of Traffic Condition.

Dataset Average Accuracy (%) Average Precision (%) Average Recall (%)

Lombok-Pramuka 70.05 71.77 70.05
Juanda-Merdeka 61.84 67.84 61.84

Juanda-Trunojoyo 60.78 63.64 60.78
Lombok-Cihapit 63.81 69.58 63.81
Pramuka-Cihapit 62.86 67.94 62.86
Trunojoyo-Banda 73.69 77.39 73.69
Cihapit-Lombok 66.00 71.82 66.00

Gudang Utara-Laswi 72.88 77.35 72.88
Gudang Utara-Soka 69.77 71.10 69.77

4.2. The Calculation of RCV

In the beginning of the RCV calculation, several pieces of information such traffic
condition, weather condition, vehicle type, and road infrastructure (road length and width)
are collected. Hereafter, the system prepares this information so that it can be used as
RCV attributes. It also calculates the compatibility value which described the suitability
between the road and vehicle width. If the width of vehicle exceeds the road width, the
compatibility is set to 10, otherwise, it has 0 as the compatibility value.

Table 7 shows the raw data of RCV attributes which collected in the several selected
road segments. The collection of RCV attributes is begin before the route recommendation
process. It can be seen, there are some results where the vehicle’s width exceeds the road
width and its compatibility’s value is set to 10. Compatibility is the only attribute that does
not have a priority level. Meanwhile in Table 8, it shows the result of RCV calculation in the
same selected road segments. It can be seen in the table, road segments “Trunojoyo-Banda”
and “Seram-Saparua” had 10.54 and 10.74 as the RCV. This means that these road segments
are unsuitable for the vehicle type. Meanwhile, in other road is compatible with the type of
vehicle since the compatibility is set to 0, and it gives the result of RCV calculation between
0.33 to 0.59.

Table 7. Raw Data of RCV Attributes.

Source Destination Vehicle
Type

Traffic
Condition

Weather
Condition Temperature Humidity Heterogeneity Current

Speed
Road

Length Compatibility

Cihapit Banda Car 0 Overcast
clouds 25.01 70 3 29 506 0

Laswi Gudang
Utara Car 0 Overcast

clouds 25.16 70 1 34 532 10

Trunojoyo Banda Car 0 Overcast
clouds 24.99 70 3 25 446 0

Seram_0 Saparua_0 Car 2 Overcast
clouds 25.01 70 1 27 273 10

Pramuka Lombok Motorcycles 0 Overcast
clouds 25.01 70 1 36 877 0

Cihapit Pramuka Motorcycles 0 Overcast
clouds 25.01 70 3 29 777 0

Pramuka Anggrek Motorcycles 0 Overcast
clouds 25.1 70 4 29 320 0

Seram_0 Saparua_0 Motorcycles 2 Overcast
clouds 25.01 70 1 27 273 0

Table 8. Calculation Result of RCV in Road Segments.

Source Destination Vehicle Type Traffic
Condition

Weather
Condition Temperature Humidity Heterogeneity Travel Time Road Length Compatibility RCV

Cihapit Banda Car 0 0.5 0.25 0.5 0 0.99 0.49 0 0.33
Laswi Gudang Utara Car 0 0.5 0.252 0.5 1 0.99 0.47 10 10.54

Trunojoyo Banda Car 0 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.33 0.99 0.55 0 0.41
Seram_0 Saparua_0 Car 0.667 0.5 0.25 0.5 1 1 0.73 10 10.74
Pramuka Lombok Motorcycles 0 0.5 0.25 0.5 1 0.99 0.12 0 0.4
Cihapit Pramuka Motorcycles 0 0.5 0.25 0.5 1 0.99 0.22 0 0.42

Pramuka Anggrek Motorcycles 0 0.5 0.251 0.5 0.33 1 0.68 0 0.44
Seram_0 Saparua_0 Motorcycles 0.667 0.5 0.25 0.5 1 1 0.73 0 0.59
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The value of heterogeneity and average vehicle speed are collected right before RCV
calculation, so its value is the latest measurement value on each road. The heterogeneity
value for main roads is gathered using object detection in public CCTV’s streams. On the
other hand, for roads without CCTV’s coverage, its value is set as 0 since the vehicles on
this road are limited to motorcycles, and thus the traffic is homogeneous. The average
vehicle speed attribute is collected using TomTom digital maps. The calculation of RCV
begins after these two attributes are obtained.

4.3. Route Recommendation

Based on the RCV calculation on each road segment, the best path from a source
to a destination is determined. RCV calculation and route recommendation run using
python 3.7 and work based on networkx library for implementing the Djikstra shortest
path algorithm (networkx.algorithms.shortestpaths.generic.shortestpath). There will be several
simulations in order to find the result of recommended route: (1) generation the route rec-
ommendation within the distance variances of source and destination, and (2) comparation
of route between the proposed RCV and common attributes (travel distance, time travel,
and traffic condition).

4.3.1. Simulation of Recommended Route Based on Variances of Travel Distance

The simulation of route recommendation is done to several distance schemes (short
and long distance). The short-distance route simulation covers around 3000 m road length,
meanwhile the long-distance covers around 3500 m. The short-distance simulation will
have “Merdeka–Gudang Utara” and “Juanda–Laswi” as its pairs of source and destination.
On the other hand, the long-distance simulation calculates the recommended routes from
“AhmadYani” to “Juanda_2” and from “Bengawan_1” to “SimpangBCA”. Table 9 shows the
route from the simulation with different distance schemes.

Table 9. Simulation Result of Route Recommendation Based on The Distance Variances for A Vehicle (Motorcycles).

Source Destination Distance
Schemes

Distance
(Meters) Routes

Merdeka GudangUtara Short Distance 2449 Merdeka–Seram_0–Saparua_2–Saparua_0–LombokSelatan_1–Menado_2–
GudangUtara_4–GudangUtara_3–GudangUtara_2–GudangUtara

Juanda Laswi Short Distance 3099 Juanda–Merdeka–Seram_0–Saparua_2–Saparua_0–LombokSelatan_1–Aceh_2–
Cihapit–Pramuka–Anggrek_0–Laswi

AhmadYani Juanda_2 Long Distance 3624
AhmadYani–Supratman_3–Supratman_2–Supratman_1–Pusdai–

Diponegoro_7–Diponegoro_6–Diponegoro_5–Diponegoro_4–Cilamaya–
Trunojoyo_4–MaulanaYusuf_1–Juanda_2

Bengawan_1 SimpangBCA Long Distance 3712
Bengawan_1–Bengawan_2–Bengawan_3–Supratman_2–Supratman_1–Pusdai–

Diponegoro_7–Diponegoro_6–Diponegoro_5–Surapati_1–AriaJipang_2–
Surapati_2–SimpangBCA

It can be seen in Figure 6, the recommended route is not only limited to one type of
road. By using RCV, the route that chosen is the best path based on attributes that used. In
Figure 6, the red and purple-coloured lines show the recommended route for short-distance
trips “Merdeka–GudangUtara” and “Juanda–Laswi”. Meanwhile, long-distance simulation
results are shown in pink and orange-coloured line for trip “AhmadYani-Juanda_2” and

“Bengawan_1–SimpangBCA” respectively.
Since the vehicle type in this simulation is allowed to use any type of roads, the

usage of alternative paths is allowed in order to reach the destination. The alternative
road is used in “Bengawan_1–SimpangBCA” trip, namely “Bengawan_3–Supratman_2” road
segment. Based on the simulation, the system combines the usage of the main road and its
alternatives, as long as it’s compatible with the vehicle size.
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4.3.2. Comparison of Recommended Route Based on Variances of Attributes

Generally, drivers select their route based simply road attributes, such as less traffic,
shorter distance, or shorter travel time. Based on these conditions, the comparation between
route recommendation based on RCV with other road attributes is done. Since the usage
of alternative roads is limited to motorcycles, the variances of paths will be wider for
motorcycles. Table 10 shows the comparison of recommended routes based on the road
attribute measurements. The comparison delivers the best route based on RCV, traffic
condition, travel distance, and travel time from “Juanda” to “Laswi”.

Table 10. Simulation Result of Route Recommendation Based on The Attributes Measurements for Vehicles (Car and Motorcycle).

Vehicle Type Attributes Measurements Routes

Car RCV Juanda-Merdeka-Seram_0-Saparua_2-Saparua_0-LombokSelatan_1-Aceh_2-
Aceh_1-Pramuka-Anggrek_0-Laswi

Motorcycle RCV Juanda-Trunojoyo-RuasTrunojoyo-Halmahera-Banda-Cimanuk_1-Lombok-
Cihapit-Pramuka-Anggrek_0-Laswi

Car/Motorcycle Travel Distance Juanda-Trunojoyo-RuasTrunojoyo-Halmahera-Banda-Cimanuk_1-Lombok-
Cihapit-Pramuka-Anggrek_0-Laswi

Car/Motorcycle Travel Time Juanda-Merdeka-Seram_0-Saparua_2-Saparua_0-LombokSelatan_1-Aceh_2-
Aceh_1-Pramuka-Anggrek_0-Laswi

Car/Motorcycle Traffic Condition
Juanda-Juanda_2-MaulanaYusuf_1-Trunojoyo_4-Cilamaya-Diponegoro_4-

Diponegoro_5-Diponegoro_8-Pusdai-Supratman_0-Supratman_1-
Supratman_2-Bengawan_3-Pramuka-Anggrek_0-Laswi
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As seen in Table 10, the routes that are suggested almost have the same path. When
calculating the recommended route using RCV for cars, it suggests driving along the path
“Juanda-Merdeka-Seram_0-Saparua_2-Saparua_0-LombokSelatan_1-Aceh_2-Aceh_1-Pramuka-
Anggrek_0–Laswi”. The route recommendation system delivers different paths when cal-
culated using the RCV for motorcycles. The drivers should take path “Juanda-Trunojoyo-
RuasTrunojoyo-Halmahera-Banda-Cimanuk_1-Lombok-Cihapit-Pramuka-Anggrek_0–Laswi” to
reach the destination. It appears that the system recommends the same routes when using
Travel Distance Attributes. In order to save the travel time, drivers should pass the same
route for cars based on RCV calculation.

At last, drivers should drove their vehicle away to avoid the traffic. By the time of
simulation is conducted, the recommended route for avoiding the traffic is “Juanda-Juanda_2-
MaulanaYusuf_1-Trunojoyo_4-Cilamaya-Diponegoro_4-Diponegoro_5-Diponegoro_8-Pusdai-
Supratman_0-Supratman_1-Supratman_2-Bengawan_3-Pramuka-Anggrek_0–Laswi”. All routes
that compared in this simulation are illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Recommended Route Comparison for Vehicles (Cars and Motorcycles) Based on Road Attributes.

The recommended routes might deliver same paths when calculated using each road
attribute. The alternative roads only able to use by motorcycle since it has small size.
Meanwhile, cars only will be suggested to use the main road instead the alternatives. When
using RCV, there will be a compatibility value to define the suitability between vehicle and
road width. Other methods could deliver the wrong path for certain types of vehicles. In
this simulation, route recommendation based on travel distance and time could be used
by any type of vehicle. However, the route based on traffic condition is not appropriate
with cars, since it recommends the road segments “Juanda_2-MaulanaYusuf_1-Trunojoyo_4”
which is intended for motorcycles only.
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Based on the compatibility value in RCV calculation, the recommendation route
for car drivers is limited to the main road only. On the other hand, the suggestion for
motorcycle’s route will have several variances of alternate routes to reach the destination.
The compatibility feature sets the final result of RCV, and it ensures the route can be passed
by a vehicle. The compatibility will prevent big vehicles (car) from passing the route that is
suggested.

5. Conclusions

This study proposed a framework for a route recommendation system by utilizing
the traffic conditions and vehicle types. The routes that are delivered to the drivers
will be calculated based on the collaboration of several attributes (prediction of traffic
condition, weather condition, temperature, humidity, heterogeneity, speed, road length
and compatibility). The collaboration of these attributes will generate the RCV as the
situation of each road segment. The route that is recommended will be measured based on
the minimum sum of RCV from a source to a destination.

The current traffic condition will be predicted by Knowledge-Growing Bayes Clas-
sifier, which has the greater performance gain and the fastest processing time among
other methods that were tested. The results showed that the accuracy, precision, and
recall of prediction for observed road segments are 60.78–73.69%, 63.64–77.39%, and
60.78–73.69% respectively.

Attributes that affect the road capacity value are weather conditions (weather, temper-
ature, and humidity), road infrastructures (road width and length), average travel speed,
and heterogeneity. These attributes were aggregated in accordance with the priority level.
In the end, the road capacity value was adjusted by considering the compatibility value to
find the suitability between the road size and the vehicle types. The recommended route
which is given to drivers is based on the minimum sum of RCV from every road segment
determined based on the origin and destination information. Based on the simulation, the
system always strongly recommends the car drivers to use the main road. On the other
hand, the motorcycle driver could be suggested a greater variety of routes.

For further research, the improvement of road networks could be done to find more
alternative path that can be passed for every kind of vehicle. Besides that, the variance of
attributes that leads to road closure could also be added to the system, since this research
only uses the basic attributes on transportation system.
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